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ABSTRACT 

We have developed a novel display control for interactive computer 

systems. This permits users to make a single displayed file scroll up 

or down by moving a hand control in the appropriate direction. The rate 

at which the system scrolls depends on the degree of control 

displacement; consequently it is more flexible than conventional 

keyboard systems. We further developed a two file version which 

displays files side by side, with their motion controlled in a similar 

manner. We evaluated the system's effect on task performance in two 

experiments, one dealing with computer programming, the other with word 

processing. The results are generally favorable. Subjects reported 

that they liked the controls and would find them useful in their work. 

The controls significantly reduced the number of keystrokes required in 

both experiments; in addition, in the first experiment, subjects who 

used the controls the most were significantly faster in completing the 

tasks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Much recent work in computer science has been directed to 

ergonomics or human factors, such as the now-classic The Psychology of 

Computer Programming (Weinberg,1971), studies on the effects of 

formatting code (Sheil, 1981), and the contents of the entire March 1981 

issue of ACM Computing Surveys. (Particularly relevant to the present 

topic is the article on text editors in this last by Embley and Nagy, 

which presents a comprehensive review of conventional human factors work 

on this subject.) In a previous work (Kelley et al, 1980) we have 

argued the desirability, from both the human factors and machine 

economics point of view, of equipping interactive computer systems with 

display controls which enable the user to adjust the rate at which 

information is presented on a cathode ray terminal (CRT), and to make 

the display behave in a manner as much like a physical object (such as a 

microfilm text under a magnifying viewer) as possible. We specifically 

suggested controls attached to a text editor for the display of one or 

more files, by which motion of the control produced a corresponding 

motion in the display: moving the control forward would move the 

display forward; moving it back would cause the display to scroll 

backwards, and the further the control was moved in the appropriate 

direction, the faster the display would scroll. Rate and acceleration 

controls are common to many forms of machinery (automobiles, sewing 

machines, and modern electric drills for example) and the 

appropriateness of governing the rate at which users are required to 

absorb information from computer displays has been considered in some 

depth in the literature (cf. Hunt and Makous, 1969), although more with 

reference to size and frequency of discrete "chunks" of data, in 
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contrast to our approach. The desirability of associating control 

motion with the motion of what is controlled is well known (cf. the 

U.S. D.O.D. Joint Services Steering Committee's Human engineering guide 

to equipment design, 1972). However, we know of only a bare handful of 

cases which emphasize either one of the two features we stress: rate 

control and the desirability of display behavior analogous to physical 

systems. Insofar as rate control, software has recently become 

commercially available for one or two home microcomputers which 

continuously governs the speed of scrolling, but in a forward direction 

only. In addition, there are alleged to be machines which feature two 

speeds of scrolling via keyboard selection. A few systems (such as the 

Hewlett-Packard HP-85) feature forward and backward scroll buttons which 

move the display at a single fixed speed. As for behavior analogous to 

a physical system, the Smalltalk system (Teitelman, 1979) permits 

multiple "windows" which may be moved about and overlapped like physical 

pages; the physical control of cursors by means of various analog 

control inputs (joysticks, "mouses", etc.) has been extensively 

evaluated (English et al, 1967; Ritchie & Turner, 1975), and graphics 

displays frequently have analog controls associated with them. We know 

of only one system which offers of both of these features, in an 

admittedly specialized but intriguing application: Dataland, which 

simulates the environment of an ordinary desk (Bolt & Negroponte, 1976), 

with telephones, books, and the like, which resolve themselves into more 

detailed components as the user zooms in on them. (There are three 

rates of "zooming", governed by a hand control.) To our knowledge no 

such controls had previously existed for what is probably the most 

common task encountered in using an ordinary interactive computer 
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system: the displaying of various types of files. The present work 

describes our development of controls which seemed highly appropriate 

for this task, among others. We also describe our preliminary efforts 

to evaluate the controls in this application, by means of two 

experiments which we conducted involving their use. 

APPARATUS 

Our hardware consisted of an Apple II microcomputer with 48k bytes 

of memory, floating-point software (Applesoft) and two floppy disk 

drives. The Apple was chosen for several reasons, the most important of 

which being its raster display (each character on the screen corresponds 

to the contents of a location in main memory; this facilitates backward 

scrolling) and the fact that it comes equipped with two analog controls, 

in the form of its game controllers, each a small handheld plastic 'box' 

with a knob protruding from it, controlling a potentiometer. The 

machine also comes with appropriate (extremely simple) analog-to-digital 

hardware. 

Programming in Applesoft BASIC and assembly language, we developed 

a simple text editor for the Apple which, in addition to standard 

editing commands, permitted the user to control the display by means of 

the game controllers, in a manner we will describe shortly. The basic 

editing functions permitted a user to select a file for editing, and to 

list, insert, delete, or change a line or lines by typing in the 

appropriate editing command. One could also save the modified file on 

disk. More importantly, by hitting a bare carriage return users could 

avail themselves of the hand control to move in both directions through 
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the displayed file at a rate proportional to the degree of control 

displacement. One could then return to the command mode by hitting any 

key, typically the space key. In addition, we implemented a "verify" 

command which displayed the edited file side by side with the file as it 

was before editing, each version under the control of one of the two 

hand controllers in a manner analogous to the one-file hand control 

mode. (The code for the text editor is given in Appendix A; the code to 

produce the assembly language program that permitted backward scrolling 

is given in Appendix B.) 

As the hand controls that came with the system had no 

spring-centering mechanism, we elected to build new ones which did have 

this feature. Accordingly, using aluminum "miniboxes" we constructed 

two new controllers which were electrically identical to the originals 

but contained in addition two sets of springs each, attached to 

adjustable arms on the shafts of the 150k-ohm potentiometers, together 

with range-governing chains of a kind sold for use with model boat 

anchors. Even this design was not wholly adequate as the controllers 

would not always center precisely unless the spring tension was raised 

to such an extreme that they were difficult to turn. This could have 

been remedied by modifying and rebuilding the controls; however, the 

current set were considered adequate for preliminary experimental 

purposes. 

The controllers were constructed so that when in use, 

counterclockwise motion of the knob would cause the display to scroll 

forward, while clockwise motion would produce the reverse. This 

decision was made because at the time consideration was being given to 

physically mounting the controllers next to the keyboard. With the dial 
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(knob) of the single file controller facing left, placing one's hand on 

the dial and rolling it up would cause the display to scroll up, and 

vice versa. However, due to the small surface of the dial and the 

springs' resistance it was eventually decided to leave them free, to 

permit two-handed operation. 

In addition to the above we also installed a switch permitting the 

hand controllers to be cut out of the circuit, and in their place we 

measured the resistance across a photoelectric cell, which changed as a 

function of the amount of light falling on it. Although not properly a 

part of either experiment, a demonstration of the electric eye was 

presented at the conclusion of an experimental session to all subjects 

participating in the first (computer science) experiment. We had 

developed elementary software which permitted the use of the photocell 

as a motion detector, sensitive to the derivatives of motion (that is, 

rate and acceleration). We have discussed some potential uses for such 

a device elsewhere (Kelley and Tuggle, 1981, "In the blink of an 

electronic eye: a prospectus"). Briefly, the intended goal is to equip 

a computer with inputs approximating human modalities of awareness, 

especially as regards nuances of timing and rhythm. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD AND DESIGN 

Overview 

We believed that prominent uses for the analog hand controls 

existed both in computer science and in word processing applications. 

(We also believed they could be quite helpful in user interfaces for 

data bases, but were not equipped at the time to test this.) 
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Consequently, we designed separate experiments to evaluate performance 

on what we hoped were reasonably representative tasks in each of the 

above two fields. In Experiment I, persons with programming experience 

were asked to complete simple programming tasks, both with and without 

the new controls. Similarly, in Experiment II persons with word 

processing experience were evaluated on tasks involving the display of 

text on the screen, again with and without the additional controls. 

Subsequent to performing the experimental tasks, subjects were given a 

demonstration of the two-file "verify" mode, then asked to complete a 

questionnaire concerning the experiment. 

Experiment I 

Twenty subjects participated although not all of that number 

successfully completed both experimental tasks. All subjects were 

unpaid volunteers with at least one course in computer programming. 

Many had considerably more experience; more than half were graduate 

students in mathematical science (mostly computer science students) or 

electrical engineering. The remainder were graduate students in physics 

and psychology save two individuals who were members of the faculty of 

the graduate school of administration. While not necessarily strictly 

representative of the population of computer users as a whole, this 

group did provide a mix of sophisticated and relatively naive users. 

Subjects were divided Into two groups, one of which performed the 

experimental tasks first with the additional controls, then without; the 

other group performed first without the additional controls, then with. 

Task order remained constant. Subjects were given printed instructions 

in each case; these are included in Appendix C. Both tasks involved 
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tracing the flow of control of a portion of program text in BASIC. The 

same program was used in both tasks but different values were assigned 

to key parameters so that the flow of control was substantially 

different in the two. (It was expected that practice effects or other 

primacy/recency effects could be cancelled out by virtue of the 

counterbalanced design.) Subjects were given additional printed 

instructions (cf. Appendix C) indicating what the values of these 

parameters were. 

We felt that the program text chosen was at least "reasonably" 

typical-it was a portion of the text editor itself. No effort had been 

made to impose any special structure on the flow of control during 

program development; further, the portion selected contained all three 

common control branches: loops, GOTOs and GOSUBs; consequently, it was 

considered the best choice readily available. 

In each of the two tasks, following a practice session, subjects 

were asked to use the text editor to display the program text while 

tracing out and writing down the flow of control on a clipboard supplied 

them. Subjects were asked to work "as quickly as is consistent with 

accuracy". Meanwhile the experimenter sat behind and to the right of 

the subject about eight feet away, as unobtrusively as possible but 

still in a position to see the display. This was done in order to keep 

track of the number of times a LIST command was issued and, in the 

conditions where the hand controller was available, the amount of time 

spent in the hand controller mode. Total elapsed time to completion was 

also recorded. Subjects were appraised that the experimenter had 

recorded this information at the conclusion of the experimental session. 

After the completion of both experimental trials, as was noted 
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above subjects were given a brief demonstration of the two-file "verify" 

mode and then asked to fill out a questionnaire (included in Appendix C) 

while the experimenter left the room (in order to minimize the chance of 

biasing results). Printed at the top of the questionnaire was a 

statement that all information would be collected anonymously. The 

questionnaire asked the following: 1) whether the subject had used an 

Apple microcomputer before; 2) how many courses in programming or 

computer science they had had; 3) how they would rate, on a scale of one 

to seven (seven best), the helpfulness or usefulness of the hand control 

system; 4) what percentage of their time spent programming involved 

tasks similar to the experimental ones, or other tasks in which the hand 

control system would be helpful; 5) whether they would have preferred a 

foot pedal to a hand control; 6) how useful they would rate the two-file 

mode which they had seen demonstrated or some modification thereof, 

again on a scale of one to seven; and for: 7) any other comments or 

suggestions they might have. After the subjects completed the 

questionnaire they notified the experimenter who was waiting outside the 

room. The experimenter then returned to the room, explained the purpose 

of the experiment and the measurements taken, and, for the purpose of 

disseminating information to Individuals who might make use of it, 

demonstrated and discussed the electronic eye system and motion 

detection code. 

Experiment II 

The second experiment greatly resembled the first, save that the 

two tasks involved text descriptions rather than programs, and subjects 

were asked to check the correct answers on a form with printed questions 
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concerning the displayed text. Ten subjects participated; all had at 

least "some" word processing experience. (The reason for the difference 

in sample size is discussed in the Results section below.) Subjects 

were all Rice University employees; most were staff of the graduate 

school of administration. To facilitate recruiting and scheduling 

subjects were paid five dollars for participating. Although it is 

possible that payment affected our results (cf. Lawrence and Festinger, 

1962, on cognitive dissonance) we consider it unlikely as subjects 

nearly unanimously appeared to forget they were to be paid and were 

surprised when reminded of it after the experiment. 

As before, subjects were divided into counterbalanced groups, with 

the hand controller available for the first task but not the second, or 

vice versa. Again, task order remained invariant. The first task 

consisted of answering questions concerning a description of the city of 

Houston taken from a brochure published for prospective students by Rice 

University; the second task dealt with a portion of the preface to a 

standard statistical text (Winer, 1962). The questions asked were along 

the lines of "In what paragraph is it stated that..." and "is the word 

'however1 misspelled?". The questions associated with both tasks are 

given, together with the printed instructions given the subjects, in 

Appendix D. As before, subjects were given opportunities to practice 

with the system before timed trials began. In addition, however, 

subjects were explicitly told beforehand that they would be timed and 

that the object was to answer the questions rapidly. The same data 

(elapsed time, number of LIST commands, and time spent in hand control 

mode) were collected as before. Subjects were then given a demon¬ 

stration of the two-file mode, then asked to fill out an anonymous 
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questionnaire while the experimenter left the room. This questionnaire 

was almost identical to the questionnaire described above for the first 

experiment, with "word processor" substituted for "computer"; it is 

given in Appendix D. Subjects then notified the experimenter who in 

turn explained the measurements and purpose of the experiment and 

arranged for them to be paid. As the subjects were not, by and large, 

programmers, no systematic effort was made to demonstrate the electronic 

eye system, although if subjects expressed curiosity about the system 

(which was in part visible), the experimenter was happy to demonstrate 

and explain. 

RESULTS 

As Table 1 shows, only three of the subjects of Experiment I had 

had previous Apple experience, out of the total sample size of twenty. 

The mean number of computer courses taken was 6.075, with a standard 

deviation of 5.77 . Ten of the subjects felt they would have preferred 

a foot controller to the handheld one; nine preferred the hand 

controller and one had no opinion. 

Of particular interest to us were the responses to questions three 

and six, which asked subjects to rate the hand-controlled one- and 

two-file modes respectively, and to question four, which asked what 

percentage of their time spent programming would benefit from the 

presence of the controls. Responses to these questions are presented in 

the form of frequency polygons in Figure 1. We were pleased to note 

that responses to questions three and six were skewed quite 

substantially to the right, indicating in general a very favorable 

assessment. On the scale of one to seven, the mean response to question 
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TABLE 1 

RESPONSES TO SELECTED QUESTIONS, EXPERIMENT I 

Question # 1 2 5 

Abbreviat¬ Have you used an How many comp. Would you pre¬ 
ed question Apple before? courses? fer foot pedal? 

Response: Yes: 3 No: 17 X = 6.075 
SD = 5.77 

Yes: 10 No: 9 

three (rate the one-file mode) was 4.6 with a standard deviation of 

1.69; the median was 5. The mean response to question six (two files) 

was 5.175, with standard deviation of 1.74 and median of 6. Question 

four (% useful) exhibited the greatest variability of the three with 

mean of 41.5, standard deviation of 25.39, and median of 45, but a 

majority of twelve of the subjects felt the controls would be useful 40% 

of the time or better. Also; additional comments made by subjects 

suggest that at least some of the lowest estimates given may be 

artifactual. For example, one subject who responded to both questions 

three and six with a rating of 6 selected only 5% as his response to 

question four, but added, "I have very little access to a terminal." 

FIGURE 1 
# of re- RESPONSES TO EVALUATION QUESTIONS, EXPERIMENT I 
sponses 

7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

1234567 1234567123456789 

#3: ONE-FILE MODE #5: TWO-FILE MODE #1: % TIME USEFUL 

NOTE: The responses to question four are as follows: 1 = 0-10% of the time, 
2 = 10-20%, 3 = 20-30% and so on through 9 = 80-90%. No one responded >90%. 
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Comments made by subjects both orally and in response to question 

seven (which solicited comments and suggestions) generally supported a 

very positive evaluation of the system, although not surprisingly a few 

were skeptical. Five subjects responded to question three with a rating 

of less than 4; four assigned a rating less than 4 to question six. 

Even among the skeptics, however, most indicated that with some 

modification to the system, or greater exposure to it, they might then 

find it useful. A number of subjects complained about the poor 

centering of the controls, which we had elected to live with for the 

time being, but which manifested an undoubtedly annoying tendency in the 

display in that it would frequently continue scrolling very slowly when 

subjects expected it to stop. In fact a good number of these subjects 

indicated that had it not been for that problem they would have given 

the system higher marks (or higher marks still— a suggested change of 

rating from 5 to 6 or even 7 was not atypical). 

On the other hand a healthy majority of the comments were favorable 

and a number were very favorable indeed. Examples of the latter 

include: "I'm sold. I want one."; "Wow, this is neat!" (spoken as the 

subject enthusiastically twisted the control, breaking it in two places 

without noticing); and, in a written remark, "The hand controller is the 

most amazing thing I have seen in a long time! Excellent work!!". The 

comment that came closest to achieving immortality, however, was one 

subject's remark (partly facetious, we believe) that the experiment was 

"better than sex!"! 

Formal analysis of the behavioral data was conducted using the 

SHAZAM statistical package (White, 1978), and proved to be a little more 

convoluted. As was noted above, not all subjects successfully completed 
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both tasks. We had concluded that evaluating the magnitude of an error 

in tracing the flow of control would be difficult if not impossible. 

Consequently the conventional approach of correcting for errors by 

partialUng out the error rate did not promise much help. We therefore 

reluctantly decided to include only the data from those tasks which 

subjects managed to correctly complete. While this eliminated the 

within-subjects aspects of the design (not all subjects contributed 

scores to both tasks) with a consequent loss in statistical power, we 

were at least equally unenthusiastic about the main alternative: to 

include all task data with a covariate of 0 or 1 depending on whether 

the task had been performed correctly or not. Given the strong, 

ratio-scale properties of the two dependent variables of interest 

(elapsed time, and number of LIST commands) and the wide possible range 

of the effect of an error on these, we felt that the range of a 

categorical variable such as this was too truncated to provide useful 

information. We did consider attempting to make use of what 

within-subjects data were available (i.e., using variables to identify 

scores which were matched with each other) but other, more compelling 

statistics (which will be described shortly) obviated, for us at least, 

the motivation for doing this. 

Table 2 gives the means and standard deviations for the two 

dependent variables in each of the four possible task conditions, 

together with the various grand means and their standard deviations. It 

is immediately apparent that, not surprisingly, availability of the hand 

controllers did reduce the number of times the LIST command was invoked, 

reducing required keystrokes and eliminating many possibilities for 

annoying errors. Analysis of variance in the (reduced power) 



between-subjects design showed this to be statistically significant to 

the point of absurdity; on a two-tailed test, F(1,16) = 38.86, p < 

.005. (Admittedly there are other ways to circumvent LIST commands, 

such as scroll buttons; this will be treated in the Discussion section, 

below.) The effects of the other independent variable, test condition 

(with, then without the new controls vs. without, then with), and of the 

interaction term were not significant, although the test condition 

approached significance; F(1,16) * 4.1767, .05 < p < .10. We speculate 

that this is due to the greater variability evident in the without-with 

condition but offer no explanation. 

TABLE 2 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ELAPSED 
TIME AND USE OF LIST COMMAND 

CONDITION 

WITH HAND CONTROL WITHOUT 

#LISTS TIME #LISTS TIME 

FIRST I: 6.4 628 I: 17.4 546 
TASK SD: 3.65 207.7 SD: 4.93 145.3 

#LISTS TIME #LISTS TIME 

SECOND I: 5.6 413 J: 14.6 548 
TASK SD: 9.74 151.2 SD: 6.23 183.4 

GRAND X FOR TIME IN GRAND X FOR # OF LIST 
SECONDS: 533.75 COMMANDS: 11.0 

SD: 178.0 SD: 7.96 

None of the results of analysis of variance on total elapsed time 

approached significance. In fact, the main effect of presence of the 

hand controller was slightly in the wrong direction: mean time with the 
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control was 568.5 seconds; without was 547.0. While disappointing in 

that this left us unable to reject the simple null hypothesis that 

presence of the hand controls had no effect (i.e., it offered no 

evidence that the hand controllers helped as regards elapsed time), the 

absence of any effect due to order of presentation justified our 

combining the data for the two conditions where the hand controller was 

available; this in turn led to the most interesting statistic to emerge 

from this experiment. 

Since it was no longer possible to analyze the results based on 

availability of the hand controller (it was available in all ten 

observations), we computed the Pearson correlation coefficient for the 

relation between total elapsed time and the percentage of elapsed time 

that was spent in the hand controller mode. This was indeed 

statistically significant; the correlation coefficient r was -.79577. By 

Fisher's r to z transform a two-tailed test yields p < .01, with 1% 

confidence intervals between -.11136 and -.96816, and 5% confidence 

intervals between -.33297 and -.94960. These rather large bounds are 

undoubtedly due to the small sample size. Our concern for the sample 

size, and the necessity of assuming a bivariate normal distribution led 

us to compute the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient rho as a 

check. This too was significant; rho = -.83030, p < .01. 

When we then conducted one-way analysis of variance on the 

percentage of time spent in hand controller mode on these ten 

observations, these results, while still significant at the 5% level of 

confidence, were not as impressive; F(1,6) = 12.154, p < .05 and "close" 

to .01. However, when we included the other ten observations with a 

value of zero on this variable, the results were again disambiguated; 
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F(1,15) = 8.723, p < .01, even though we included presence or absence of 

the controller as a covariate. The increase in power is doubtless due 

to the increase in sample size. This statistic was of interest as it 

essentially eliminated the possibility that one of the other measures 

was actually responsible for the effect. 

The results of the second experiment paralleled the first one 

insofar as the responses to the questionnaire. On the first question 

subjects were asked how much word processing experience they would say 

they had had; options were "none", "a little", "a moderate amount", or 

"a lot". These were coded as 0,1,2, or 3 respectively. They were also 

asked how many different types of word processors they had used, and 

whether they would have preferred a foot control to the hand 

controller. Their responses to these questions are presented in Table 

3. 

TABLE 3 

RESPONSES TO SELECTED QUESTIONS, EXPERIMENT II 

Question # 1 2 5 

Abbreviat¬ How much word How many word Would you pre¬ 
ed question proc. experience? processors? fer foot pedal? 

Response: 0:0 1:4 2:5 3:1 1:7 2:3 >2:0 Yes: 6 No: 4 

NOTE: Responses to questions 1 and 2 are given as follows: number of 
individuals responding in each category is given. Thus 1:4 means four 
persons responded that they had "a little" word processing experience, 
coded as response 1. 2:5 means five persons felt they had "a moderate 
amount"; response code 2. 

It is apparent from the table that although a number of subjects 

felt that they had had at least moderate experience, such experience in 

general was limited to one or (in three cases) two types of word 
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processors; none reported experience with three or more. While this is 

unfortunate for purposes of making comparisons it was probably 

inevitable; word processors have only been available for eight or ten 

years and few installations have more than one kind. We note in passing 

that a slight majority (six) of the subjects favored the idea of a foot 

controller. 

Responses to the three questions of particular interest, the two 

questions rating the one- and two-file modes respectively (questions 

three and six), and indicating the percentage of time the system would 

be useful (question four) are given as frequency polygons in Figure 2. 

According to these results, the system was if anything even better 

received than in the first experiment; the distribution of responses to 

questions three and six is decidedly one-sided. The mean response to 

question three (one-file mode) was 5.3 with standard deviation of 1.059, 

median of 5, while the mean response to question six (two files) was 

even higher, 5.85, with standard deviation of 1.248 and median of six. 

Significantly, however, there appeared to be less general agreement as 

to how much of the time the controls would be useful; the mean response 

was 37%, with standard deviation of 24.404 and median of 35%. It 

appears that the devices were perceived as being exceptionally helpful a 

relatively modest amount of the time. 

The behavioral results of the second experiment, however, left 

something to be desired. As we felt that in this experiment we did have 

a meaningful measure of error rate, specifically how many of the five 

questions asked in each task were answered incorrectly, all ten pairs of 

observations were included (a total of twenty) and the experiment was 

treated as a mixed design (including both between-subject measures and 
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within) with error rate included as a covariate for analysis of 

covariance (ANCOVA). As a necessary precursor we first tested for 

homogeneity of regression slopes. This was satisfactory so we were able 

to proceed with ANCOVA. 

FIGURE 2 
# of re- RESPONSES TO EVALUATION QUESTIONS, EXPERIMENT II 
sponses 

5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 

#3: OTC-FILE MODE #5: UJ0-FIŒ MODE #4: % TIME USEFUL 

NOTE: The responses to question four are as follows: 1 = 0-10% of the time, 
2 * 10-20%, 3 = 20-30% and so on through 8 = 70-80%. No one responded >80%. 

The only result of the entire analysis which reached statistical 

significance was the effect that presence of the hand controllers had on 

the number of times a LIST command was issued. As expected, this was 

highly significant; F(1,5) * 34.291, p < .005. None of the other 

results were significant at even the .10 level of confidence. Even the 

correlation between percentage of time spent in the hand controller mode 

and elapsed time was only -.18335 for the eight observations which were 

free from errors; in the expected direction but not statistically 

significant. The Spearman rho coefficient was -.21355; better, but 

still not significant. As a consequence the only summary statistics we 

present are the scores, means, and standard deviations for the two 

dependent variables in the four test conditions. These are given in 

Table 4. 

1234567 123456712345678 
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TABLE 4 

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR ELAPSED TIME 
AND USE OF LIST COMMAND: 

(EXPERIMENT II) 

CONDITION 

WITH HAND CONTROL WITHOUT 

#LISTS TIME #LISTS TIME 

FIRST X: 4.6 253 X: 13.8 279 
TASK SD: 6.38 72.3 SD: 3.27 81.3 

#LISTS TIME #LISTS TIME 

SECOND X: 2.8 294 X: 22.2 368 
TASK SD: 4.08 104.8 SD: 5.58 74.6 

GRAND X FOR TIME IN GRAND X FOR # OF LIST 
SECONDS: 298.5 COMMANDS: 10.85 

SD: 88.88 SD: 9.19 

As the table shows, despite the lack of statistical significance, 

there were some substantial differences in mean time to completion, at 

least in the with-without condition. The mean time with the controllers 

was four minutes thirteen seconds, while the mean time without the 

controls was six minutes eight seconds. Posssibly the subjects 

experienced greater frustration on being deprived of the controls than 

they did when they had never used them, causing them to take longer in 

the "without" condition; however, no such effect had manifested itself 

in the first experiment. Subjects did remark that the second task 

seemed distinctly harder, so perhaps the effects of the controls were 

swamped by the greater task difficulty. 
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DISCUSSION 

It seems clear that the results of the first experiment justified 

our expectations in regard to the utility of the hand controls in 

computer applications. First, the subjects liked the controls; indeed, 

some were wildly enthusiastic. Further, the estimates subjects made 

concerning the extent of their applicability, if they may be accepted, 

indicate the controls would be likely to see quite heavy use in 

practice. As predicted, the presence of the hand controller 

dramatically reduced reliance on and use of the LIST command, and most 

importantly, subjects who actually used the hand controller 

significantly reduced the amount of time required to complete the 

experimental tasks, as shown by the strong negative correlation between 

control use (percentage of time spent in hand control mode) and total 

elapsed time. While correlation is not causation, we reject as 

untenable the alternate hypothesis that subjects who were naturally fast 

had time on their hands and played more with the hand controls as a 

consequence. We can think of no more reasonable explanation for this 

correlation, other than the obvious one: the controls materially 

assisted in task performance. 

We do not, however, claim that the results here presented are in 

any sense the final word on evaluation of the system. This work was 

performed under many constraints, both monetary and temporal; for 

instance the machine was only made available to us for a period of less 

than five months, from beginning program development on the editor to 

conclusion of the last experiment. Consequently many control conditions 

which we would have liked to evaluate were of necessity omitted. We 

will discuss the more prominent of these. 
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As was noted above, there are other ways to circumvent LIST 

commands, such as scroll buttons. Although we can offer no experimental 

evidence, we believe our system is nonetheless superior by virtue of its 

greater flexibility with reference to speed of scrolling; buttons are 

limited typically to one speed of scrolling, which is necessarily a 

compromise and consequently inadequate. In our experience the 

desirability of this is difficult to convey except by hands-on use of 

the system (where, to judge from our subjects' responses it is 

frequently conveyed very gratifyingly), but we cannot overstress its 

importance. This system comes far closer to behaving like an 

intuitively comprehensible, physical object than any other system for 

display control of which we are aware. When used with "smooth 

scrolling" terminals such as have recently become available, its 

intuitive nature should be even further enhanced. 

One control which we did not include, to our chagrin, was 

availability of a FIND command. This was relatively unimportant for the 

second experiment as the questions asked were of a sort which in general 

would not benefit from its addition, but our decision to exclude it from 

the first experiment was based on false logic. We reasoned that, as all 

BASIC statements have line numbers associated with them and all branches 

of control (except FOR/NEXT loops) reference the numbers, subjects would 

simply list the appropriate line. What we overlooked was that subjects 

were required, in entering LIST commands, to specify the editor line 

numbers, not the BASIC statement numbers next to them. While the line 

numbers assigned by the editor did bear a reasonably close corre¬ 

spondence to the BASIC statement numbers associated with them, it was 

not a simple scaling difference as not all BASIC statement numbers were 
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equally far apart. Still, the program was not large (about 100 lines 

for roughly 50 statements and intervening blank lines) and we can hope 

that our subjects established the correspondence with reasonable 

rapidity. Subjects queried concerning this (it was noticed during the 

course of the experiment) agreed that acquiring the correspondance was 

not hard, but a few did comment on the absence of a FIND command. We 

would certainly never recommend that this useful command be eliminated, 

but we are not sure that its presence would have materially affected our 

results. However, if we were to repeat this study, we would include it, 

along with several other changes based on our experience. Another 

comparison which we deliberately but reluctantly did not control for was 

the use of a page-based editor as well as the line editor system we did 

implement. Pragmatic considerations, such as the time constraints 

mentioned above, prevented us from so doing, but we feel confident our 

system would survive such a comparison in approximately equally good 

shape. 

Were we to redesign the first experiment and collect new data we 

would require substantially more practice with both the experimental 

system and the control (identical to the experimental, except without 

the hand control option). We feel that inexperience with the system, 

the novelty of the situation, the flaws in the prototype system (such as 

lack of precise centering) and perhaps a too-difficult choice of tasks 

combined to in part obscure the true effects of the hand controls. We 

are confident that had we done this in the first experiment, the main 

effect of presence of controls on elapsed time would have been 

significant and substantial; the correlation cited above between actual 

use and elapsed time strongly supports this. 
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The results of the second experiment necessarily leave our 

confidence in the system's word processing applications less well 

founded. About all we can conclude with any sense of certainty is that 

the system did reduce required keystrokes (in LIST commands) and that 

the subjects liked the system and thought it would be useful— at least, 

"some" of the time. A comment made by one subject may shed some light 

on the matter of how useful the subjects felt it could be: she remarked 

that the continuous scrolling and adjustable speed were convenient, jf. 

the user were not constrained to a page mode of operation, and that 

while some word-processing tasks were continuous, such as updating 

mailing lists, most were page-oriented, and consequently did not stand 

to benefit as much. We accept this as an entirely valid and sound 

criticism; however we wish to add a further observation to it. 

We ourselves have at least a limited first-hand acquaintance with 

word processors; this paper was typed (by us) into the same word 

processor with which the subject who made the above observation was 

acquainted. While ultimately this manuscript will be organized into 

pages, and in fact this organization is required at all times by the 

machine, in its original form as typed its organization is nothing of 

the kind. It is essentially one continuous document, and for reasons of 

personal inconvenience we deplore the lack of control features enabling 

one to treat it as such. With hard copy available one can of course 

treat it in this manner, but hard copy is expensive and consumes 

considerable time on what is frequently a bottleneck: printer 

resources. Further, as this document evolved, with tables and/or text 

added, deleted or changed, "repagination", or reorganization of page 

boundaries, was required. While necessary for printing the final 
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result, at any other time this process is nothing but a nuisance, and 

could easily be eliminated on a system equipped to treat material 

continuously, until the final version is ready for print. With this and 

like considerations in mind, we speculate that perhaps our subjects, or 

some of them, were overly accustomed to distinguishing text in terms of 

page boundaries, even when there is no intrinsic reason to do so, and 

might well lose this habit were it not enforced upon them by their 

machines. However, as we said above, our subject's point is indeed 

valid: some material must be organized in the form of discrete pages, 

and should be treated correspondingly. 

As to the behavioral results, or lack thereof, in the second 

experiment, the observations made above concerning ways in which the 

first experiment could have been improved also apply, in particular the 

desirability of more practice before time trial evaluation began. In 

addition, were we to do this experiment over again, we would change the 

experimental tasks to allow better assessment of the error rate, which 

measure we feel did not live up to our expectations. Out of the total 

of twenty observations, six contained errors, but none contained more 

than two, and only two subjects achieved that many. Consequently we 

suspect the truncated range of our experimental covariate did not in 

fact provide much information, and that the errors simply confounded the 

results more than the error rate explained them. 

Finally, we believe the failure of the correlation between control 

use (time in hand control mode) and elapsed time to completion to reach 

statistical significance was due to a combination of the extremely small 

sample size (eliminating those subjects who made errors, only eight 

observations were available) and the presence of a few unfortunate 
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outliers. In particular, the second longest time of any of the twenty 

observations, seven minutes ten seconds, was taken by a subject in the 

without-with condition who nonetheless spent 89.53% of her time in the 

hand control mode, while one subject in the with-without condition 

turned in a perfectly respectable time (four minutes twenty seconds) 

without once using the hand control, to the experimenter's considerable 

irritation (successfully concealed, we trust). Other than these 

considerations we have no explanation for the failure of this measure to 

reach significance; however, as with the main effect of hand control 

presence in the first experiment, we feel reasonably confident that were 

we to modify and rerun the experiment, we would then get the expected 

result. 

In concluding this section we would like to discuss some further 

directions for future research. First, the hand controls need not be 

limited to text editors; anything which produces a display is a 

candidate, including BASIC operating systems, APL workspaces, UNIX 

shells, and Smalltalk windows. As we have previously suggested (Kelley 

et al, 1980), even a line printer might benefit from the addition of a 

brake, to enable the operator to read what was being printed. For 

interactive displays it may be desirable in some cases to treat the 

display as continuous, scrolling on from the beginning when one reaches 

the end and vice versa. In another application, searching through 

nested catalogs might be simplified by an analog control. Second, our 

experience indicates that a variety of control types would be desirable: 

several users were adamant that controls should be mounted on the 

keyboard or on a foot pedal so as not to interfere with typing, while at 

least one user was equally insistent that they should be detachable and 
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handheld, stating "I don't trust my feet" for delicate work. Further 

research may be appropriate regarding this. Third, considerably more 

can be done towards developing the two-file mode. Controllers could be 

linked to a variety of Smalltalk-style windows with an ATTACH command, 

enabling for example the simultaneous display and control of program 

code, data and debugging output. To illustrate this, consider a typical 

program, several or many pages in length, and its printed output, also 

typically fairly large, particularly when debugging PRINT statements 

have been inserted inside loops. The program code could be displayed on 

the left of the screen, while the output was simultaneously displayed on 

the right, and by simply moving the hand controls, the user could trace 

through both the program, following the flow of control as it executed 

instructions, and the resulting changes in key variables, as manifested 

in the printed output. The user would be free to move both forward and 

backward in both files, examining and verifying changes in the output 

while simultaneously inspecting the code that produced them. Another 

prominent use, which we demonstrated for our subjects, is the 

verification of changes made during a text editing session, by 

displaying both the old and the new version side by side, and comparing 

them by merely moving the hand controls. We feel that this would be 

particularly advantageous when the editing has been substantial enough 

that the files are of significantly different length, and the ability to 

move one version independently of the other becomes important. While it 

1s true that this can also be done with hard copy listings, getting a 

listing usually involves a substantial interruption and delay. In 

addition, we now describe another application for the controls which can 

not be implemented by other means. 
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The controls could be incorporated into data base retrieval systems 

by means of a concept we call "non-euclidean data spaces". As an 

example of this, consider a library card catalog system, organized by 

author's name, title, date of publication, and subject. Each of these 

attributes could be assigned an analog control, or one such control 

could serve all of them with the addition of a selector switch. Users 

could then search through the catalog varying any of these attributes, 

holding e.g. author's name constant while varying date of publication, 

or holding subject constant while varying author (and/or title and 

date). This approach offers the advantages of a good microfilm system 

without being constrained to two dimensions. While it may seem to 

depart from our concept of a system analogous to the physical world, we 

believe in point of fact that it does not: the generally successful 

applications of "quickening" (cf. Jensen, 1981) argue that as long as 

the display resembles a simple physical system, the underlying reality 

may be quite different. (Quickening, briefly, involves displays, for 

example for controlling a helicopter, which use rate and acceleration 

information to show where the helicopter is going to be as opposed to 

merely where it is.) Incidentally, it has been suggested to us that 

quickening itself might be of merit in computer display control. 

Lastly, it is possible that it may be desirable to control the 

speed of program execution itself, particularly if an "undo" or 

"reverse" option is at least partially available. One could begin 

testing a program by having it execute, slowly at first, then with 

increasing speed as long as no errors were encountered. If and when 

(read "when") an error is encountered, one simply backs the program up, 

either through using a checkpoint or preferably a true,rate-controllable 
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reverse mode, examining the values of variables of interest about the 

region of the point of error until the cause of the error manifests 

itself. 

CONCLUSIONS 

As a result of these experiments and our experience with the system 

we feel justified in cautiously recommending it as a potentially 

valuable adjunct to any interactive digital computer system. Not only 

did subjects like the system, but both the number of keystrokes and the 

time required to complete the experimental tasks were significantly 

reduced by the presence of, and use of, the hand control, respectively. 

With regard to word processing applications our conclusions are 

necessarily more tentative: as noted above, all we can be really sure 

about is that the subjects liked the system, and that it reduced 

required keystrokes compared to the control condition. However, the 

subjects of this experiment rated both the one- and two-file modes very 

favorably indeed, even more so than in the first experiment, in which 

the behavioral results argued the value of the system relatively 

unambiguously. Consequently, while recommending further research aimed 

at identifying the most desirable implementations of such systems, we 

cautiously surmise they will find their place. Further research into 

such matters as which type of control is optimal (hand or foot, joystick 

vs. dial vs. "mouse", etc.), whether nonlinear response to control 

motion is superior to linear (i.e., the display might move exponentially 

faster as the control was moved to its extremes), and the types of 

applications best suited to the controls, would certainly be interesting 

and might well be worthwhile, particularly to a vendor interested in 
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marketing such systems. However, the next step we would recommend is 

their implementation and utilization in a variety of forms on a 

widespread basis, on both new and existing computer systems. We feel 

that these extremely simple but surprisingly useful mechanical adjuncts 

have at least demonstrated their worth to the point where they have 

earned the opportunity to be put to actual use. Further evaluations, if 

desired, can then be conducted in natural computing environments, the 

more such the better. We consequently encourage their adaptation and 

predict that they will become common in a relatively short period of 

time, as their cost/benefit ratio appears singularly good. 

In the future we believe the most valuable research in this field 

will be directed towards developing integrated user interface "shells", 

protecting and supporting the terminal user. These will combine speech 

synthesis and recognition, alternative input devices such as ours, 

flexible, multiwindow displays, perhaps other displays not on the 

screen, and possibly motion detection systems with anticipatory 

heuristics. Their aims will be to alleviate if not eliminate entirely 

the need for typed commands, and to reduce the amount of required 

communication by anticipation of the needs of the user. They will 

behave, in short, more in the manner of a helpful colleague and friend 

than the frequently insensitive and unresponsive lumps of plastic and 

ferrous materials that they currently are, and will learn from and 

anticipate with increasing success an increasing variety of user needs. 

Their behavior will come to more closely resemble that of an intelligent 

human, recognizing the user's wishes by a look or a pause, and knowing 

what should be done and doing it without having to be told. Their 

behavior will be something like that of a womb, though their physical 



appearance may more closely resemble the cockpit of a jet fighter, 

particularly when one is zooming through the data under manual control 
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APPENDIX A 

THE ANALOG TEXT EDITOR 
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350 
360 
370 
380 
390 
400 
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REM ANALOG TEXT EDITOR 
REM ************************ 
REM 
REM COPYRIGHT *C* 1981 BY 
REM *** ROBERT S. KELLEY *** 
REM 

************************ 

REM 
D$ = CHR$ (4): REM CNIL-D 
R$ = CHR$ (13): REM RETURN 
J$ = CHR$ (1): REM CNIL-A KLUGE OF DOS P54 

CALL - 936: INPUT "FILENAME?";F$ 
PRINT D$;"OPEN";F$ 
PRINT D$;"READ";F$ 
INPUT N 

OLDN = N: REM SAVE FOR 2-FILE "B" CMD 
DIM A$ (N + 50): DIM PIR(N + 50) 
DIM B$ (N + 50) 

NXT = N: REM FREE SPACE AT N+l 
DIM E$(3 * N): DIM F$(3 * N) 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
FOR J = 1 TO 255 

GET C$: REM CHAR-AT-A-TIME 
IF C$ = R$ GOTO 140: REM CR 

A$(I) = A$(I) +C$: REM BUILD LINE 
NEXT J 
NEXT I 
PRINT J$ 
PRINT D$;"CLOSE“;F$ 
FOR I = 1 TO N 

PTR(I) = I 
B$(I) = A$(I): REM MAKE COPY 

NEXT I 
X9 » FRE (0) 

INPUT "READY";C$ 
CALL -936 

I = 0 
REM DELAY 

X = PDL (0) 
Z = PEEK ( - 16384) 

POKE - 16368,0: REM RESET KB 
IF Z > 127 THEN GOSUB 600 
IF X < 120 THEN GOTO 410 
IF X < 135 THEN GOTO 230 
IF I > N - 1 THEN GOTO 230 

1 = 1 + 1 
VTAB 22: CALL -912: REM SCROLL 
PRINT I; TAB (5);A$(PTR(I)) 
FOR J = 1 TO 255 - X 
K = J * 1.0 

NEXT J 
GOTO 240 



410 
420 
430 
440 
450 
460 
470 
480 
600 
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607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
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613 
615 
616 
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618 
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620 
630 
640 
650 
660 
670 
680 
690 
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700 
710 
715 
716 
720 
730 
740 
750 
755 
756 
757 
758 
760 
770 
780 
790 
800 
805 
810 
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IF I < 23 THEN GOTO 230 

K * I - 22 
CALL 37001: REM BACKWARDS SCROLL 
VTAB 1: PRINT K; TAB (5);A$(PTR(K)) 
FOR J = 1 TO X:K = J * 1.0: NEXT J 
1=1-1 
GOTO 230 
END 
VTAB 23: CALL - 958 
VTAB 24 
POKE 36,0: REM CURSOR TO LEFT MARGIN 

Z$ = 1,1 

PRINT "COMMAND:"; 
FOR K = 1 TO 255 
GET Zl$ 
IF Zl$ = R$ GOTO 617 
IF ASC (Zl$) < > 8 GOTO 615 
IF LEN (Z$) = 1 THEN Z$ = " '': GOTO 612 
IF LEN (Z$) > 1 THEN Z$ = LEFT$ (Z$, LEN (Z$) - 1) 
IF PEEK (36) > 9 THEN POKE 36, PEEK (36) - 1 
GOTO 616 

Z$ = Z$ + Zl$: PRINT Zl$; 
NEXT K 
IF LEFT$ (Z$,l) < > "" GOTO 620 

Z$ = RIGHT$ (Z$, LEN (Z$) - 1): GOTO 617 
REM TRIM LEADING BLANDS 
IF LEFTS (Z$, 1) < > "L" GOTO 830 

Ki$ s 
FOR K = 2 TO LEN (Z$) 

K$ = MID$ (Z$,K,1) 
IF K$ = "." THEN GOTO 710 

Kl$ = Kl$ + K$: NEXT K 
Kl = VAL (Kl$) 
K2 = K1 
IF Kl > N GOTO 600 
IF Kl < 1 GOTO 600 
GOTO 760 

K3 = K:K1 = VAL (Kl$) 
IF Kl > N GOTO 600 
IF Kl < 1 THEN Kl = 1 

Kl$ = "" 
FOR K = K3 + 1 TO LEN (Z$) 
Kl$ = Kl$ + MID$ (Z$,K,1) 
NEXT K:K2 = VAL (Kl$) 
IF K2 < 1 GOTO 600 
IF K2 > N THEN K2 = N 
IF K2 > = K1 GOTO 760 

K = K1:K1 = K2:K2 = K: REM SWITCH 
CALL -936: REM CLEAR SCREEN 
VTAB 1 
FOR K = K1 TO K2 
PRINT K; TAB(5);A$(PTR(K)) 
NEXT K 
IF K2 - K2 > = 22 THEN CALL -912 

I = K2 



820 
830 
835 
836 
837 
838 
840 
850 
860 
870 
900 
910 
920 
925 
930 
931 
932 
933 
934 
935 
938 
940 
950 
960 
970 
980 
990 
1000 
1010 
1020 
1025 
1030 
1040 
1050 
1055 
1060 
1070 
1080 
1090 
1095 
1100 
1110 
1120 
1130 
1150 
1160 
1170 
1180 
1190 
1200 
1210 
1220 
1225 
1226 
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GOTO 600 
IF LEFT$ (Z$,l) < > "I" GOTO 960 

Kl$ = RIGHTS (Z$, LEN (Z$) - 1) 
Kl = VAL (Kl$) 

IF Kl > N GOTO 600 
IF K1 < 0 GOTO 600 

NXT = NXT + 1 
IF NXT < N + 50 GOTO 900 
VTAB 24: PRINT "BUFFER FULL-SAVE ANDSTART AGAIN" 
GOTO 600 
FOR K = N + 1 TO K1 + 2 STEP - 1 

PTR(K) = PTR(K - 1): NEXT K 
PTR(K1 + 1) = NXT:N = N + 1 

VTAB 23: CALL -958: POKE 36,0 
VTAB 24: PRINT "?"; 

Z$ = "": FOR K = 1 TO 255 
GET Zl$ 
IF Zl$ = R$ GOTO 938 
PRINT Z1$;:Z$ * Z$ + Zl$ 
NEXT K 
REM AVOIDS SCROLL 

A$(NXT) = Z$ 
GOTO 600 
IF LEFTS (Z$,l) < > "D" GOTO 1160 

K1 $ = M11 

FOR K = 2 TO LEN (Z$) 
K$ = MID$ (Z$,K,1) 

IF K$ - V THEN GOTO 1050 
Kl$ = Kl$ + K$: NEXT K 
K1 = VAL (Kl$) 

IF Kl < 1 THEN Kl = 1 
K2 = K1 

GOTO 1100 
K3 = K:K1 = VAL (Kl$) 

IF Kl < 1 THEN Kl = 1 
Kl$ = “" 

FOR K = K3 + 1 TO LEN (Z$) 
Kl$ = Kl$ + MID$ (Z$,K,1) 

NEXT K:K2 = VAL (Kl$) 
IF K2 > N THEN K2 = N 
FOR K = 0 TO N - K2 - 1 

PTR(Kl + K) = PTR(K2 + K + 1) 
NEXT K 

N = N - (K2 - K1 + 1) 
GOTO 600 
IF LEFTS (Z$,l) < > "C" 

Kl$ = "" 
FOR K = 2 TO LEN (Z$) 

K$ = MID$ (Z$,K,1) 
IF K$ = "."GOTO 1250 

Kl$ = Kl$ + K$: NEXT K 
Kl = VAL (K1S) 

IF Kl < 1 THEN Kl = 1 
IF Kl > N THEN Kl = N 

GOTO 1470 



1230 
1240 
1250 
1252 
1254 
1260 
1270 
1280 
1290 
1292 
1293 
1294 
1295 
1296 
1297 
1298 
1300 
1301 
1302 
1303 
1304 
1308 
1310 
1320 
1330 
1340 
1360 
1365 
1370 
1375 
1380 
1390 
1400 
1410 
1412 
1414 
1416 
1418 

1420 
1430 
1440 
1450 
1460 
1470 
1480 
1490 
1500 
1510 
1515 
1520 
1525 
1530 
1540 
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K2 = Kl 

GOTO 1295 
K3 = K:K1 = VAL (Kl$) 

IF Kl < 1 THEN K 1 * 1 
IF Kl > N THEN Kl = N 

_ Mil 

FOR K = K3 + 1 TO LEN (Z$) 
Kl$ = Kl$ + MID$ (Z$,K,1) 

NEXT K:K2 = VAL (Kl$) 
IF K2 > N THEN K2 = N 
IF K2 > = Kl GOTO 1295 

K = K1:K1 =* K2:K2 = K: REM SWITCH 
VTAB 23: CALL -958: VTAB 24 
POKE 36,0: REM CURSOR LEFT 
PRINT "OLD.NEW: 

s 
1,11 

FOR K = 1 TO 255 
GET Zl$ 
IF Zl$ = R$ GOTO 1308 
PRINT Z1$;:C$ = C$ + Zl$ 
NEXT K 
REM AVOIDS SCROLL 
FOR K = 1 TO LEN (C$) 
IF MID$ (C$,K,1) = GOTO 1360 
NEXT K 
PRINT "EH?": GOTO 600 

C$ = "" 
IF K > 1 THEN 0$ = LEFTS (C$,K - 1) 

N$ = "" 
IF K < LEN (C$) THEN N$ = RIGHTS (C$, LEN (C$) - K) 
FOR K = Kl to K2 

S$ = A$(PTR(K)) 
FOR K3 = 1 TO LEN (S$) - LEN (0$) 
IF MID$ (S$,K3, LEN (0$) < > 0$ GOTO 1430 

Sl$ = "" 
IF K3 > 1 THEN Sl$ = LEFTS (S$,K3 - 1) 

S3$ » 1111 

IF LEN (S$) - (K3 - 1 + LEN (0$)) > 0 THEN S3$ = RIGHTS (S$,LEN 
(S$) - (K3 - 1 + LEN (0$))) 

S$ = Sl$ + N$ + S3$ 
NEXT K3 

A$(PTR(K)) = S$: REM RESTORE LINE 
NEXT K 
GOTO 600 
IF LEFTS (Z$,l) < > "S" GOTO 1600 
VTAB 23: CALL -958: VTAB 24: POKE 36,0 
INPUT "FILENAME?";F$ 
PRINT D$;"OPEN";F$ 
PRINT D$;"DELETE";F$ 
PRINT DS;"OPEN";F$ 
PRINT D$;"WRITE";F$ 
PRINT N: REM 1ST REC IS SIZE 
FOR J = 1 TO N 
PRINT A$(PTR(J)) 
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2044 

2045 

2046 

2050 

2051 

2052 

2054 

2056 

2060 

2070 

2080 

2085 

2090 

2095 

2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 

2140 

2150 

2152 

2154 

2160 
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NEXT J 

PRINT D$;"CLOSE";F$ 

GOTO 600 

IF LEFTS (Z$, 1) < > "E“.GOTO 1700 

GOTO 2000 

GOTO 2022 

CALL -936 

VTAB 24: PRINT "EDIT FINISHED" 

END 

IF LEFTS (Z$, 1) < > "V" GOTO 3000 

J = 1:K = 1: CALL -936: VTAB 24: PRINT "ONE MOMENT" 

C$ = A$(PTR(K)) 

E$(J) = LEFTS (C$, 19) 

IF LEN (C$) < = 19 GOTO 2030 

C$ = RIGHTS (C$, LEN (CS) - 19) 

J = J + 1 

GOTO 2025 

J = J + 1:K = K + 1 

IF J > 3 * N GOTO 600: REM OVERFLOW 

IF K < = N GOTO 2024 

NN = J - 1 

J = 1:K = 1 

C$ = B$(K) 

F$(J) = LEFTS (C$, 19) 

IF LEN (C$) < = 19 GOTO 2041 

C$ = RIGHTS (C$, LEN (CS) - 19) 

J = J + 1 

GOTO 2036 

J = J + 1:K = K + 1 

IF J > 3 * N GOTO 600: REM TOO BIG 

IF K < = OLDN GOTO 2035 

OOLDN = J - 1 

REM ABOVE INITIALIZES ARRAYS FOR 

REM PRINTING W/0 LINES >19 CHARS 

VTAB 24 

X9 = FREE (0) 

D1LAY = 0:D2LAY = 0 

II = 0:12 = 0: REM LINE PTRS 

CALL - 936 

Z = PEEK ( - 16384): REM KB READ 

POKE - 16368,0: REM RESET KB 

IF Z > 127 GOTO 2120: REM NEW COMMAND 

X = PDL (0) 

GOTO 2200: REM LEFT SCREEN 

Y = PDL (1) 

GOTO 2000: REM RIGHT SCREEN 

GOTO 2060 

POKE 32,0: REM RESTORE LEFT MARGIN 

POKE 33,40: REM RESTORE LINE WIDTH 

POKE 37007,40 

POKE 37010,0 

POKE 37470,40: REM MORE RESTORE 

POKE 37473,0: REM HERE ALSO 

GOTO 600: REM READY FOR NEW CMD 



2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 

2250 

2251 

2252 

2255 

2260 

2270 

2275 

2277 

2278 

2280 

2290 

2295 

2300 

2307 

2317 

2320 

2330 

2400 

2410 

2412 

2415 

2420 

2500 

2510 

2520 

2600 

2610 

2620 

2630 

2640 

2650 

2660 

2670 

2680 

2690 

2695 

2697 

2698 

2700 

2710 

2720 

2735 

2740 

2750 

2760 
2770 

2780 

2785 

2790 

2800 
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IF D1LAY < = 0 GOTO 2250 

D1LAY = D1LAY - 1 

GOTO 2095: REM DELAY M/0 AFFECTING 

REM OTHER HALF OF SCREEN 

REM OK TO PROCEED 

IF D1LAY > 0 THEN D2LAY = D2LAY -1 

IF X > 120 AND X < 135 GOTO 2095 

POKE 32,0: REM SET LEFT MARGIN 

POKE 33,19: REM SET LINE WIDTH 

POKE 37007,20: REM SET BACK 

POKE 37010,0: REM ADJUST BACK SCROLL 

POKE 37470,20 

POKE 37473,0: REM MORE BACKSC STUFF 

REM SCROLL FOR HALF SCREEN 

IF X < = 120 GOTO 2400 

IF II > OOLDN - 1 GOTO 2095 

Il = II + 1: REM SCROLL LEFT SIDE 

C$ = F$ (11 ) 

VTAB 22: CALL -912: PRINT C$ 

D1LAY = (255 - X) / 10 

GOTO 2095 

IF II < 23 GOTO 2095 

K * II - 22 

11 - Il - 1 
C$ s F$(K) 

CALL 37001: REM BACKWARDS SCROLL 

VTAB 1: PRINT C$ 

D1LAY = X / 10 

GOTO 2095 

IF D2LAY < = 0 GOTO 2630 

D2LAY = D2LAY - 1 

GOTO 2110: REM DELAY W/0 AFFECTING 

REM OTHER HALF OF SCREEN 

IF D1LAY > 0 THEN D1LAY = D1LAY - 1 

IF Y > 120 AND Y < 135 GOTO 2110 

POKE 33,19: REM SET LINE WIDTH 

POKE 32,21: REM SET LEFT MARGIN 

POKE 37007,40: REM SET BACK 

REM SCROLL FOR HALF SCREEN 

POKE 37010,20: REM ADJUST BACK SCROLL 

POKE 37470,40 

POKE 37473,20: REM FOR BACK SC 

IF Y < = 120 GOTO 2770 

IF 12 > NN - 1 GOTO 2110 

12 = 12 + 1: REM SCROLL LEFT SIDE 

C$ * E$(12) 
VTAB 22: CALL -912: PRINT C$ 

D2LAY = (255 - Y) / 10 

GOTO 2110 
IF 12 < 23 GOTO 2110 

K = 12 - 22 

12 = 12 - 1 

C$ = E$(K) 
CALL 37001: REM BACKWARDS SCROLL 



2850 VTAB 1: PRINT C$ 
2860 D2LAY = Y / 10 
2870 GOTO 2110 
3000 VTAB 23: HTAB 1: CALL - 958: RETURN 



APPENDIX B 

PROGRAM FOR CREATING ASSEMBLER LANGUAGE 

REVERSE SCROLLING ROUTINE 



1 REM ************************ 
2 REM 
3 REM COPYRIGHT *C* 1981 BY 
4 REM *** ROBERT S. KELLEY *** 
5 REM 
6 REM ************************ 
7 REM 
10 REM ALL-ASSEMBLER BACKWARDS SCROLL 
20 REM INVOKED BY CALL 37001 
30 HIMEM: 37000 
40 REM ****HERE WE GO******** 
50 POKE 37001,162: REM LDX 
60 POKE 37002,0 
70 POKE 37003,76: REM JMP 
80 POKE 37004,156 
90 POKE 37005,144: REM 909C HEX 
100 POKE 37006,160: REM LDY 
110 POKE 37007,40 
120 POKE 37008,136: REM DEY 
130 POKE 37009,192: REM CPY 
140 POKE 37010,0 
150 POKE 37011,48: REM 1 3MI 
160 POKE 37012,246: REM F6 (-) HEX 
170 POKE 37013,177: REM LDA 
180 POKE 37014,250: REM FA 
190 POKE 37015,145: REM STA 
200 POKE 37016,252: REM FC 
210 POKE 37017,76: REM JMP 
220 POKE 37018,144 
230 POKE 37019,144 
240 POKE 37020,232: REM I NX 
250 POKE 37021,224: REM CPX 
260 POKE 37022,1 
270 POKE 37023,208: REM BNE 
280 POKE 37024,17: REM : 11 HEX 
290 POKE 37025,169: REM LDA 
300 POKE 37026,80: REM ! 50 HEX 
310 POKE 37027,133: REM STA 
320 POKE 37028,250: REM FA HEX 
330 POKE 37029,169: REM LDA 
340 POKE 37030,7 
350 POKE 37031,133: REM STA 
360 POKE 37032,251: REM FB 
370 POKE 37033,133: REM STA 
380 POKE 37034,253: REM FD 
390 POKE 37035,169: REM LDA 
400 POKE 37036,208: REM DO 
410 POKE 37037,133: REM STA 
420 POKE 37038,252 
430 POKE 37039,76: REM ! JMP 
440 POKE 37040,156: REM PATCH 



450 

460 

470 
480 

490 

500 

510 

520 

530 

540 

550 

560 

570 

580 

590 
600 

610 
620 

630 
640 

650 

660 
670 

680 

690 

700 

710 

720 

730 
740 

750 
760 

770 

780 

790 

800 

810 

820 

830 
840 

850 
860 

870 

880 
890 

900 

910 

920 

930 

935 

940 
950 

960 

970 
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POKE 37041,144: REM 909C X 

POKE 37042,224: REM CPX 

POKE 37043,2 

POKE 37044,208: REM BNE 

POKE 37045,15 

POKE 37046,169: REM LDA 

POKE 37047,208: REM DO 

POKE 37048,133: REM STA 

POKE 37049,250: REM FA HEX 

POKE 37050,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37051,80: REM 50 HEX 

POKE 37052,133: REM STA 

POKE 37053,252: REM FC HEX 

POKE 27054,169: REM LDA 

POKE 37055,6 

POKE 37056,133: REM STA 

POKE 37057,251: REM FB HEX 

POKE 37058,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37059,156: REM PATCH 
POKE 37060,144: REM 909C X 
POKE 37061,224: REM CPX 

POKE 37062,3 
POKE 37063,208: REM BNE 

POKE 37064,15 

POKE 37065,169: REM LDA 

POKE 37066,80: REM 50 HEX 

POKE 37067,133: REM STA 

POKE 37068,250: REM FA HEX 

POKE 37069,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37070,6 

POKE 37071,133: REM STA 

POKE 37072,253: REM FD 

POKE 37073,169: REM LDA 

POKE 37074,208: REM DO 

POKE 37075,133: REM STA 

POKE 37076,252: REM FC 

POKE 37077,76: REM JMP 

POKE 37078,142 

POKE 37079,144: REM HEX 908E 

POKE 37080,224: REM CPX 

POKE 37081,4 

POKE 37082,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37083,16: REM PATCH FOR NOP 

POKE 37084,169: REM LDA 

POKE 37085,208: REM X DO 
POKE 37086,133: REM STA 

POKE 37087,250: REM FA 

POKE 37088,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37089,80: REM X 50 

POKE 37090,24: REM CLC AS NOP 

POKE 37091,133: REM STA 
POKE 37092,252: REM FC 

POKE 37093,169: REM LDA 

POKE 37094,5 



980 POKE 37095,133: REM STA 
990 POKE 37096,251: REM FB 
1000 POKE 37097,76: REM JMP 
1010 POKE 37098,142 
1020 POKE 37099,144: REM X 908E 
1030 POKE 37100,96 
1040 POKE 37100,224: REM CPX 
1050 POKE 37101,5 
1060 POKE 37102,208: REM BNE 
1070 POKE 37103,15 
1080 POKE 37104,169: REM LDA 
1090 POKE 37105,80: REM ) ( 50 
1100 POKE 37106,133: REM STA 
1110 POKE 37107,250: REM FA 
1120 POKE 37108,169: REM LDA 
1130 POKE 37109,5 
1140 POKE 37110,133: REM STA 
1150 POKE 37111,253: REM FD 
1160 POKE 37112,169: REM LDA 
1170 POKE 37113,208: REM X DO 
1180 POKE 37114,133: REM STA 
1190 POKE 37115,252: REM FC 
1200 POKE 37116,76: REM JMP 
1210 POKE 37117,142 
1220 POKE 37118,144: REM 908E X 
1230 POKE 37119,224: REM CPX 
1240 POKE 37120,6 
1250 POKE 37121,208: REM BNE 
1260 POKE 37122,15 
1270 POKE 37123,169: REM LDA 
1280 POKE 37124,208: REM DO 
1290 POKE 37125,133: REM STA 
1300 POKE 37126,250: REM FA 
1310 POKE 37127,169: REM LDA 
1320 POKE 37128,80: REM : K 50 
1330 POKE 37129,133: REM STA 
1340 POKE 37130,252: REM FC 
1350 POKE 37131,169: REM LDA 
1360 POKE 37132,4 
1370 POKE 37133,133: REM STA 
1380 POKE 37134,251: REM FB 
1390 POKE 37135,76: REM JMP 
1400 POKE 37136,142 
1410 POKE 37137,144: REM 908E HEX 
1420 POKE 37138,224: REM CPX 
1430 POKE 37139,7 
1440 POKE 37140,208: REM BNE 
1450 POKE 37141,15 
1460 POKE 37142,169: REM LDA 
1470 POKE 37143,80: REM : X 50 
1480 POKE 37144,133: REM STA 
1490 POKE 37145,250: REM FA 
1500 POKE 37146,169: REM LDA 
1510 POKE 37147,4 



1520 
1530 
1540 
1550 
1560 
1570 
1580 
1590 
1600 
1610 
1620 
1630 
1640 
1650 
1660 
1670 
1680 
1690 
1700 
1710 
1720 
1730 
1740 
1750 
1760 
1770 
1780 
1790 
1800 
1810 
1820 
1830 
1840 
1850 
1860 
1870 
1880 
1890 
1900 
1910 
1920 
1930 
1940 
1950 
1960 
1970 
1980 
1990 
2000 
2010 
2020 
2030 
2040 
2050 
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POKE 37148,133: REM STA 
POKE 37149,253: REM FD 
POKE 37150,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37151,208: REM DO 
POKE 37152,133: REM STA 
POKE 37153,252: REM FC 
POKE 37154,76: 1 *EM JMP 
POKE 37155,142 
POKE 37156,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37157,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37158,8 
POKE 37159,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37160,15 
POKE 37161,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37162,168: REM X A8 
POKE 37163,133: REM STA 
POKE 37164,250: REM FA 
POKE 37165,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37166,80: 1 REM ) C 50 
POKE 37167,133: REM STA 
POKE 37168,252: REM FC 
POKE 37169,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37170,7 
POKE 37171,133: REM STA 
POKE 37172,251: REM FB 
POKE 37173,76: 1 REM JMP 
POKE 37174,142 
POKE 37175,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37176,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37177,9 
POKE 37178,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37179,15 
POKE 37180,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37181,40: REM ) < 28 
POKE 37182,133: REM STA 
POKE 37183,250: REM FA 
POKE 37184,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37185,7 
POKE 37186,133: REM STA 
POKE 37187,253: REM X FD 
POKE 37188,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37189,168: REM X A8 
POKE 37190,133: REM STA 
POKE 37191,252: REM FC 
POKE 37192,76: REM . JMP 
POKE 37193,142 
POKE 37194,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37195,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37196,10 
POKE 37197,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37198,15 
POKE 37199,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37200,168: REM X A8 
POKE 37201,133: REM STA 



2060 
2070 
2080 
2090 
2100 
2110 
2120 
2130 
2140 
2150 
2160 
2170 
2180 
2190 
2200 
2210 
2220 
2230 
2240 
2250 
2260 
2270 
2280 
2290 
2300 
2400 
2410 
2420 
2430 
2440 
2450 
2460 
2470 
2480 
2490 
2500 
2510 
2520 
2530 
2540 
2550 
2560 
2570 
2580 
2590 
2600 
2610 
2620 
2630 
2640 
2700 
2710 
2720 
2730 
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POKE 37202,250: REM FA 
POKE 37203,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37204,40: REM > { 28 
POKE 27205,133: REM STA 
POKE 37206,252: REM FC 
POKE 37207,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37208,6 
POKE 37209,133: REM STA 
POKE 37210,251: REM FB 
POKE 37211,76: REM ÜMP 
POKE 37212,142 
POKE 37213,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37214,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37215,11 
POKE 37216,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37217,15 
POKE 37218,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37219,40: REM ) ( 28 
POKE 37220,133: REM STA 
POKE 37221,250: REM FA 
PKOE 37222,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37223,6 
POKE 37224,133: REM STA 
POKE 37225,253: REM FD 
POKE 37226,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37227,168: REM X A8 
POKE 37228,133: REM STA 
POKE 37229,252: REM FC 
POKE 37230,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37231,142 
POKE 37232,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37233,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37234,12 
POKE 37235,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37236,15 
POKE 37237,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37238,168 
POKE 37239,133: REM STA 
POKE 37240,250: REM FA 
POKE 37241,169: REM FA 
POKE 37242,5 
POKE 37243,133: REM STA 
POKE 37244,251: REM FB 
POKE 37245,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37246,40 
POKE 37247,133: REM STA 
POKE 37248,252: REM FC 
POKE 37249,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37250,142 
POKE 37251,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37252,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37253,14 
POKE 37254,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37255,15 



2740 
2750 
2760 
2770 
2780 
2790 
2800 
2810 
2820 
2830 
2840 
2850 
2860 
2870 
2880 
2900 
2910 
2920 
2930 
2940 
2950 
2960 
2970 
2980 
2990 
3000 
3010 
3020 
3030 
3040 
3050 
3060 
3070 
3080 
3100 
3110 
3120 
3130 
3140 
3150 
3160 
3170 
3180 
3190 
3200 
3210 
3220 
3230 
3240 
3250 
3260 
3270 
3280 
3300 
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POKE 37256,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37257,168 
POKE 37258,133: REM STA 
POKE 37259,250: REM FA 
POKE 37260,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37261,4 
POKE 37262,133: REM STA 
POKE 37263,251: REM FB 
POKE 37264,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37265,40 
POKE 37266,133: REM STA 
POKE 37267,252: REM FC 
POKE 37268,76: 1 REM JMP 
POKE 37268,142 
POKE 37270,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37271,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37272,15 
POKE 37273,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37274,15 
POKE 37275,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37276,40 
POKE 37277,133: REM STA 
POKE 37278,250: REM FA 
POKE 37279,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37280,4 
POKE 37281,133: REM STA 
POKE 37282,253: REM FD 
POKE 37283,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37284,168 
POKE 37285,133: REM STA 
POKE 37286,252: REM FC 
POKE 37287,76: 1 REM JMP 
POKE 37288,142 
POKE 37289,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37290,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37291,16 
POKE 37292,208: REM BNÉ 
POKE 37293,15 
POKE 37294,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37295,128 
POKE 37296,133: REM STA 
POKE 37297,250: REM FA 
POKE 37298,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37299,7 
POKE 37300,133: REM STA 
POKE 37301,251: REM FB 
POKE 37203,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37303,40 
POKE 37304,133: REM STA 
POKE 37305,252: REM FC 
POKE 37306,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37307,142 
POKE 37308,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37309,224: REM CPX 



3310 
3320 
3330 
3340 
3350 
3360 
3370 
3380 
3390 
3400 
3410 
3420 
3430 
3440 
3450 
3460 
3470 
3480 
3500 
3510 
3520 
3530 
3540 
3550 
3560 
3570 
3580 
3590 
3600 
3610 
3620 
3630 
3640 
3650 
3660 
3670 
3680 
3700 
3710 
3720 
3730 
3740 
3750 
3760 
3770 
3780 
3790 
3800 
3810 
3820 
3830 
3840 
3850 
3860 
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POKE 37310,17 
POKE 37311,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37312,15 
POKE 37313,160: REM LDA 
POKE 37314,0 
POKE 37315,133: REM STA 
POKE 37316,250: REM FA 
POKE 37317,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37318,7 
POKE 37319,133: REM STA 
POKE 37320,253: REM FD 
POKE 37321,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37322,128 
POKE 37323,133: REM STA 
POKE 37324,252: REM FC 
POKE 37325,76: 1 REM JMP 
POKE 37326,142 
POKE 37327,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37328,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37329,18 
POKE 37330,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37331,15 
POKE 37332,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37333,128 
POKE 37334,133: REM STA 
POKE 37335,250: REM FA 
POKE 37336,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37337,6 
POKE 37338,133: REM STA 
POKE 37339,251: REM FB 
POKE 37340,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37341,0 
POKE 37342,133: REM STA 
POKE 37343,252: REM FC 
POKE 37344,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37345,142 
POKE 37346,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37347,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37348,19 
POKE 37349,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37350,15 
POKE 37351,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37352,0 
POKE 37353,133: REM STA 
POKE 37354,250: REM FA 
POKE 37355,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37356,6 
POKE 37357,133: REM STA 
POKE 37358,253: REM FD 
POKE 37359,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37360,128 
POKE 37361,133: REM STA 
POKE 37362,252: REM FC 
POKE 37363,76: REM . JMP 



3870 
3880 
3900 
3910 
3920 
3930 
3940 
3950 
3960 
3870 
3880 
3900 
3910 
3920 
3930 
3940 
3950 
3960 
3970 
3980 
3990 
4000 
4010 
4020 
4030 
4040 
4050 
4060 
4070 
4080 
4100 
4110 
4120 
4130 
4140 
4150 
4160 
4170 
4180 
4190 
4200 
4210 
4220 
4230 
4240 
4250 
4260 
4270 
4280 
4300 
4310 
4320 
4330 
4340 
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POKE 37364,142 
POKE 37365,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37366,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37367,20 
POKE 37368,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37369,15 
POKE 37370,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37371,128 
POKE 37372,133: REM STA 
POKE 37364,142 
POKE 37365,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37366,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37367,20 
POKE 37368,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37369,15 
POKE 37370,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37371,128 
POKE 37372,133: REM STA 
POKE 37373,250: REM FA 
POKE 37374,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37375,5 
POKE 37376,133: REM STA 
POKE 37377,251: REM FB 
POKE 37378,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37379,0 
POKE 37380,133: REM STA 
POKE 37381,252: REM FC 
POKE 37382,76: 1 m JMP 
POKE 37383,142 
POKE 37384,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37385,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37386,21 
POKE 37387,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37388,15 
POKE 37389,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37390,0 
POKE 37391,133: REM STA 
POKE 37392,250: REM FA 
POKE 37393,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37394,5 
POKE 37395,133: REM STA 
POKE 37396,253: REM FD 
POKE 37397,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37398,128 
POKE 37399,133: REM STA 
POKE 37400,252: REM FC 
POKE 37401,76:REM JMP 
POKE 37402,142 
POKE 37402,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37404,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37405,22 
POKE 37406,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37407,15 
POKE 37408,169: REM LDA 



4350 
4360 
4370 
4380 
4390 
4400 
4410 
4420 
4430 
4440 
4450 
4460 
4470 
4480 
4500 
4510 
4520 
4530 
4540 
4550 
4560 
4570 
4580 
4590 
4600 
4610 
4620 
4630 
4640 
4650 
4660 
4670 
4680 
4700 
4710 
4720 
4730 
4740 
4750 
4760 
4770 
4780 
4790 
4800 
4810 
4820 
4830 
4840 
4850 
4860 
4870 
4880 
4900 
4910 
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POKE 37409,128 
POKE 37410,133: REM STA 
POKE 37411,250: REM FA 
POKE 37412,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37413,4 
POKE 37414,133: REM STA 
POKE 37415,251: REM FB 
POKE 37416,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37417,0 
POKE 37418,133: REM STA 
POKE 37419,252: REM FC 
POKE 37420,76: 1 REM JMP 
POKE 37421,142 
POKE 37422,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37423,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37424,23 
POKE 37425,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37426,15 
POKE 37427,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37428,0 
POKE 37429,133: REM STA 
POKE 37430,250: REM FA 
POKE 37431,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37423,4 
POKE 37433,133: REM STA 
POKE 37434,253: REM FD 
POKE 37435,169; REM LDA 
POKE 37436,128 
POKE 37437,133: REM STA 
POKe 37438,252: REM FC 
POKE 37439,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37440,142 
POKE 37441,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37442,224: REM CPX 
POKE 37443,13 
POKE 37444,208: REM BNE 
POKE 37445,15 
POKE 37446,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37447,40 
POKE 37448,133: REM STA 
POKE 37449,250: REM FA 
POKE 37450,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37451,5 
POKE 37452,133: REM STA 
POKE 37453,253: REM FD 
POKE 37454,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37455,168 
POKE 37456,133: REM STA 
POKE 37457,252: REM FC 
POKE 37458,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37459,142 
POKE 37460,144: REM X 908E 
POKE 37461,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37462,0 



4920 
4930 
4940 
4950 
4960 
4970 
4980 
4990 
5000 
5010 
5020 
5030 
5040 
5050 
5060 
5065 
5070 
5080 
5090 
5100 
5110 
5120 
5200 

51 
POKE 37463,133: REM STA 
POKE 37464,250: REM FA 
POKE 37465,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37466,4 
POKE 37467,133: REM STA 
POKE 37468,251: REM FB 
POKE 37469,160: REM LDY 
POKE 37470,40 
POKE 37471,136: REM DEY 
POKE 37472,192: REM CPY 
POKE 37473,0 
POKE 37474,48: REM EMI 
POKE 37475,7 
POKE 37476,169: REM LDA 
POKE 37477,160: REM STORE BLANKS 
REM IN TOP LINE & RETURN 
POKE 37478,145: REM STA 
POKE 37479,250: REM (FA),Y 
POKE 37480,76: REM JMP 
POKE 37481,95 
POKE 37482,146: REM X 925F 
POKE 37483,96: REM RTS 
END 
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APPENDIX C 

INSTRUCTIONS AND QUESTIONNAIRES FOR EXPERIMENT I 
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DIRECTIONS: You will be presented with a portion of program text in 
BASIC. Your task will be to trace the flow of control, 
given certain initial conditions. Write out the logical 
path as follows: 

20 indicates statement 20 is executed 
1 - 100 indicates control passes successively to all 

lines in this range, in order. 
20 40 indicates a loop. You need not give number 

of iterations. 

Example: 
10 FOR J = 1 TO 5 
20 PRINT "EXAMPLE" 
30 NEXT J 
40 GOSUB 100 
50 GOTO 200 

100 PRINT "SUBROUTINE" 
110 RETURN 

200 END 

would be documented as follows: 

10 30 
40 

100 - no 
50 

200 

This notation is intended only for your convenience; you may depart from 
it as long as your meaning is clear. 

You may Ignore all statements except for FOR and NEXT, GOTO, GOSUB, and 
statements modifying variables used as test conditions for the above, 
such as: 

10 I * I + 1 
20 if I = 10 GOTO 50 

In particular you may ignore call statements which reference assembly 
language routines. 

Please notify the experimenter when you are ready to proceed. 
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In this condition you will be using a text editor to display the program 
with LIST commands. The syntax is as follows: 

L 100 - lists line 100 

L 20.50 - lists lines 20 through 50 

Blanks are not significant. You may use the back arrow key ( ) to 
backspace if you make a mistake. Use a period to separate numbers. 

NOTE: line numbers refer to the editor numbers on the left and not the 
BASIC statement numbers next to them. 

Practice with the sample text until you are comfortable with the system 
and then notify the experimenter. 
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In this condition you will be using a text editor to display the program 
with either LIST commands or using the hand controller. The LIST 
command syntax is as follows: 

L 100 - lists line 100 

L 20.50 - lists lines 20 through 50 

Blanks are not significant. You may use the back arrow key ( ) to 
backspace if you make a mistake. Use a period to separate numbers. 

NOTE: line numbers refer to the editor numbers on the left and not the 
BASIC statement numbers next to them. 

Hitting any key will put you in LIST command mode. Hitting RETURN will 
put you in hand controller mode. 

The hand controller works as follows: Turning the knob 
counter-clockwise will cause the screen to scroll forward; turning it 
clockwise will cause it to scroll back. Within the limits of the 
controller, the further you turn it the faster it will scroll. 

Practice with the sample text until you are comfortable with the system 
and then notify the experimenter. 

(In order to avoid discrepancies in changing between the LIST mode and 
the hand controller mode it is recommended you LIST a full screen (22 
lines) or more at a time, otherwise some lines may not be listed.) 
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You may assume the following assignments are made: 

line 240 x is set to 140 

line 250 z is set to 0 

line 280 y is set to 130 

also, pay attention to the values of variables I, N, and S. 

You are to stop when you encounter line 240 for the second time. 

Please work as quickly as is consistent with accuracy. Elapsed time to 
completion will be recorded. Notify the experimenter when you are 
ready; he will begin timing you when he tells you to begin. 
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You may assume the following assignments are made: 

line 240 x is set to 100 

line 250 z is set to 150 

line 280 y is set to 100 

also, pay attention to the values of variables I, N, and S. 

You are to stop when you encounter line 240 for the second time. 

Please work as quickly as is consistent with accuracy. Elapsed time to 
completion will be recorded. Notify the experimenter when you are 
ready; he will begin timing you when he tells you to begin. 
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You need not identify yourself. All responses will be collected 
anonymously. 

1. Had you ever used an Apple microcomputer before now? 

 yes  no 

2. Indicate roughly how many courses in programming or computer 
science you have had. 

3. On a scale of one to seven, with seven being best and one worst, 
indicate how you would rate the helpfulness or usefulness of the 
hand control system. 

4. What percentage of your time spent 1n programming activities would 
you estimate involves tasks similar to this one, or other tasks in 
which the hand control would be helpful? 

 % 

5. Would you have preferred a foot pedal to a hand controller? 

 yes  no 

6. It has been suggested that the two-file mode which you have seen 
demonstrated would be useful in program development; for example, 
in displaying code and output from a test run side by side, or 
code with the input data, or all three in a three-file mode. On a 
scale of one to seven, how would you rate the potential usefulness 
of this, or some modified version you would prefer (your 
suggestions are solicited below), (again, seven is best) 

7. Do you have any other comments or suggestions? Use the rest of 
this page and/or the back to reply. Your remarks will be 
appreciated. 

Thank you for your participation 
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APPENDIX D 

INSTRUCTIONS AND QUESTIONNAIRES FOR EXPERIMENT II 
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Pi rections: 

You will be asked to complete two tasks. Both of these involve 

filling out a questionnaire. Each questionnaire will refer to a portion 

of text which you will display on the screen using a simple 

word-processing program (which will be demonstrated). 

The first task involves a description of the city of Houston; the 

second is part of the preface to a textbook on statistics (no knowledge 

of statistics is required). Afterwards, you will be asked to watch a 

demonstration and fill out one final questionnaire concerning your 

reactions to the experiment as a whole. 

Please notify the experimenter when you are ready to proceed. 

7/81 
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In this condition you will be using a text editor to display the 
description with either LIST commands or using the hand controller. The 
LIST command syntax is as follows: 

L 100 - lists line 100 

L 20.50 - lists lines 20 through 50 

Blanks are not significant. You may use the back arrow key ( ) to 
backspace if you make a mistake. Use a period to separate numbers. 

Hitting any key will put you in the LIST command mode. Hitting RETURN 
will put you in hand controller mode. 

The hand controller works as follows: Turning the knob counter¬ 
clockwise will cause the screen to scroll forward; turning it clockwise 
will cause it to scroll back. Within the limits of the controller, the 
further you turn it the faster it will scroll. 

Practice with the sample text until you are comfortable with the system 
and then notify the experimenter. 

(In order to avoid discrepancies in changing between the LIST mode and 
the hand controller mode, it is recommended you LIST a full screen (22 
lines) or more at a time, otherwise some lines may not be listed.) 
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In this condition you will be using a text editor to display the 
description with LIST commands. The syntax is as follows: 

L 100 - lists line 100 

L 20.50 - lists lines 20 through 50 

Blanks are not significant. You may use the back arrow key ( ) to 
backspace if you make a mistake. Use a period to separate numbers. 

Practice with the sample text until you are comfortable with the system 
and then notify the experimenter. 
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Please check the correct answer to each question: 
Work as quickly as possible. 

1. Are the biological sciences mentioned anywhere in the preface? 

 yes  no 

2. Is it the author's intention to keep the readability level of his 
textbook appropriate for graduate students in advanced calculus? 

 yes  no 

3. On the display, is the word "However" misspelled in the phrase 
"However, the general objectives of this edition..."? 

 yes  no 

4. In what paragraph does the phrase "distribution theory associated 
with linear models" occur? 

 yes  no 

5. Does the phrase "designing experiments" appear anywhere in the text? 

 yes  no 
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Please check the correct answer to each question: 
Work as quickly as possible. 

1. Is "a favorable climate" given as one of Houston's attractions? 

 yes  no 

2. By what percent has the population of Houston increased since 1970? 

 20%  30%  40%  50%  60% 

3. In what paragraph is Houston described as the "petroleum refining 
capital of the world"? 

 first  second  third  fourth 

4. In what paragraph is Houston described as a "center of advanced 
medical technology"? 

 first  second  third  fourth 

5. Does the phrase "is one of" appear anywhere in the text? 

 yes  no 



You need not identify yourself. All responses will be collected 
anonymou sly. 
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1. How much word-processing experience would you say you have had? 

none a little a moderate amount a lot 

2. If you have used word-processors, how many different kinds have 
you used? 

3. On a scale of one to seven, with seven being best and one worst, 
indicate how you would rate the helpfulness or usefulness of the 
hand control system, or some modified version of it. 

4. What percentage of your time spent in word-processing activities 
would you estimate Involves tasks in which the hand control system 
would be helpful? 

% 

5. Would you have preferred a foot pedal to a hand controller, such 
as might be found on a sewing machine? 

 yes  no 

6. It has been suggested that the two-file mode which you have seen 
demonstrated would be useful in comparing documents, such as 
"before" and "after" copies when making changes, or being able to 
refer to one document while working onanother. On a scale of one 
to seven, how would you rate the potential usefulness of the hand 
control system, or some modified version you would prefer (your 
suggestions are solicited below), given the capability of 
displaying more than one document at a time in some fashion? 
(again, seven is best) 

7. Do you have any other comments or suggestions? Use the rest of 
this page and/or the back to reply. Your remarks will be 
appreciated. 

Thank you for your participation 


